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Category: Software Description: Rapper Rapper is a
leading player in the global wholesale software
industry. It is a comprehensive software company of
close to 28 years, one of the UK's leading software
brands, and is best known for the Rapid Application
Development (RAD) tool that is used by over 1.7
million users worldwide. The company was founded in
1987 by Ian Spence and Simon Lunt as a provider of
software specifically designed for the
telecommunications industry.Would you like to see
your child attend a Magic Show? I am in the process of
building a professional quality stage Magic show for
children. I am looking for young children, from 9-13
years old, to perform in my show. I will be in the
process of hiring professionals to work with the
children, and will be offering parental guidance and
supervision. I prefer that the performance be in a
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recital type setting, in a church, mosque or temple,
and would have a small group of children perform. I
will be in the process of hiring professionals to play
tambourines, to offer cues, to offer a few illusions, and
to teach the children the trickery of magic. The Magic
Show will be performed 2 to 3 times a year, and would
be a few hours long (duration of show will be 20
minutes to 1 hour). I would need a place, time, and
volunteers to observe and supervise the children
during their performance. The performance would be
in a primarily English speaking country, so I would like
to be able to offer a performance in a predominantly
English speaking country. You can contact me at:
email@noahg.com or phone: (727) 627-9646 Would
you like to see your child attend a Magic Show?
_________________ 6d1f23a050
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